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“Information 
scattered”

“Suspicion of partiality 
when too much contact 

with one company”

“People need to 
have the time to go 

to seminars”

Matchmaking process: Explore

TIME-
CONSUMING



TIME-
CONSUMING

TOO RIGID

“Public procurement 
procedures are too 

restrictive”

“Writing a tender can 
take a lot of time”

“One needs to know 
exactly what you want 
to do before sending 

out a tender” “Procedures take 
a long time”

“Jury easily takes 
up a day”

“You already need to 
know now which 

techniques to 
implement in 5 years”

Matchmaking process: Shape



GDPR

City clashes with 
the limits of its 

powers

Political

“Norms are set by 
industry lobby, not 

by innovation needs”

“You don’t know 
which rules you will 
have to follow in the 

future.”

“Party interests block 
implementation”

“Budgets are decided upon 
with every new mayor. But 
innovation doesn't come in 

waves per 6 years.”

“Politicians don't take 
difficult decisions, 

thinking of the next 
elections.”

Regulatory 
framework 
insecurity

“Collaboration 
between cities can be 

difficult”

Matchmaking process: deal



Inhabitants
Professionals

Schooling for 
technology of the past

Not up-to-date with 
new products

Difficulties to 
find insurance

“The heat pump 
doesn’t work”

“It’s ugly!”

“Not in my 
backyard!”

“Technical people 
forget people need 
time to get used to 
new techniques”

Cultural 
reasons

Change means 
nuisance

Not interested, 
other problems

Suffer from 
road works

New technology 
too complicated

Matchmaking process: deal



Reliance and 
durability 

IT system 
not working

“The grid is not 
ready for the load 

of tomorrow”

“We don’t know which 
pipelines and how much 
room is hidden under the 

street surface”

“An installation in 
somebody’s home 
needs to function”

Utilities
Lab vs real life 

situations

“Feasibility of heat pump 
not possible until previous 
building on site was gone” “Every technique 

implemented can 
break”

Matchmaking process: deal



ROI 
period

No business case 
Smart city solutions 

= driving costs 

Admini-
stration

Financing 
after pilot 

Expecting 
immediate returns 
from pilot projects

“It’s difficult to finance 
horizontal with vertical 

financing schemes.”

“Projects that have a real 
impact usually cost too 

much for one city.”

“Paperwork for subsidy 
projects is enormous 

and complicated.”

“Subsidies are paid 
afterwards while you 

need the money now”
“New solutions 

are costly!”

“When working with 
companies, it’s very 

difficult to align ROIs.”

Matchmaking process: deal



Staff 
shortage

“Municipality focuses on 
everyday needs because 

of staff shortage”

„Housing planning takes 4-5 
years and it causes delay in 

the implementation of 
innovative technology”

New 
constructions 

take time

Little space
(communal or in 
people's homes)

Lack of 
inventory

Matchmaking process: deal
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peer-to-peer 
discussion

strong local 
network

bringing
cities 

together
It would be of great help to 
mid-sized cities if process 

supporters could show them 
which innovations are 

happening where

one-on-one in-depth 
conversation combined 
with a field visit early on 

in the process

Invest in a network 
with the grid operator, 

universities, 
neighbouring cities, …

discussion with 
neighbouring or resembling 
cities who’ve already made 

similar investments

Matchmaking process: explore solutions



Embed
more

freedom

Two-step 
approach

Framework
Contract

Economy 
of scale

Through joint 
procurement with 
a number of cities

Hire people for 
a certain period 

of time

“We sent out of tender for 
finding innovative solutions 
and from their results we 
tendered out for specific 

projects.”

Defining a number of 
criteria / goals, but not the 

road to get there.

Matchmaking process: shape solutions

Contract an external 
company to flexibly call on 

for small assignments



Structural 
collaboration

NEEDED: Strong 
political leadership 

and vision

Exemplary 
technologies

Collaboration

Collaboration with and 
support from strong 

leaders within the city’s 
administration

Collaboration with 
external parties for 

long-term / systems 
thinking

A repository of well-
tested and trusted 

smart energy solutions.

Courage to choose 
a direction for going 

forward.

Fruitful exchange between 
city administrations despite 

potential political 
differences

Matchmaking process: deal



COMMUNICATION

Involve and inform 
citizens from the very 

start onwards

Invest in co-workers who know 
the language and the culture of 

your target group

Listen to
the citizens

and act upon 
the feedback 

you get

Organize interaction 
moments and go door-to-

door to talk to tenants

Involve the citizens through 
the children and schools and 

child-to-parent learning. 

Dare to ask commitment
from the citizens 

Matchmaking process: deal



Opportunity to build 
on the accumulated 

knowledge

Sharing not only
successes but 
also failures

Matchmaking process: deal



LCA 
approach

Horizontal 
financing

Scaling up

Subsidies 
and financing 

schemes

To see what the economy 
of scale means for project 
concerned. Then decide 

whether it is viable or not.

Use of the LCA approach
to show that choosing for 
a smart energy solution is 

not a cost driver.

Invest in people who are 
specialized in applying for 
subsidies and financing 

schemes.

Horizontal financing for 
innovation projects (across 

different administrative cells)

Matchmaking process: deal



Metropolitan
structure

Horizontal 
collaboration within 

the municipality

Structurally embedded
collaboration between

different cells

Physically working in the 
same space on a regular 

basis improves the 
collaboration.

One innovation cell can 
work out an energy vision 

with a high level of support 
within the city.

project 
management 

tools

Structural collaboration
between different cities

Scale advantage
compared with many
small individual cities

Matchmaking process: deal



Break out sessions (6 groups):

What do cities need to put in place for 
boosting chances for successful 
replication?

How to best use solutions to tackle 
the barriers to replication?



Feedback from the groups to the plenary audience.



Find out more on

cityzen-smartcity.eu
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